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How can Charlotte walk away when she's finally found where she belongs? Charlotte shook off the shackles of the human world
and is struggling to find her place amongst the Lupine. Within the Bronze pack, everyone has a path and she's eager to find hers.
Yet thoughts of romance begin to cloud her mind as she finds herself surrounded by blissfully mated couples. But her hunt for love
and direction takes an unexpected turn when Charlotte learns that somewhere out there, her long-lost family is searching for her.
Will she walk away from the pack that took her in to dig up secrets that may be better left buried? This most recent edition of Night
Revelations has been expanded to include the previously separate sequel, Night Discovered.
My name is Fynn Young. Fynn is pronounced as it sounds - F-I-N-N. I live in Mississippi in a small city called Tupelo. I was born in
1901. If you guessed my age to be 114 years old, you are correct. So how am I still alive? I am a female wolf shifter. I was born in
1925. When I was 24 years old, I learned I had a unique gift. I could change into a black wolf. I will forever look as though I am in
my early 30s now. Being a shifter is something I have struggled with for 90 years. Coming to terms with it, I mean. I live in the
South and I haven't come into contact of any of my kind but once and he was no help. I don't want to live in a pack, although they
say packs are healthier and are more adjusted. I don't have very much information as far as being a wolf shifter. I don't know
anyone else like me. So while I do my tracking, I also look for people like me who can hopefully answer my questions. I do know a
little about what I can do. I can shift anytime, I don't need a full moon. Silver does hurt very badly and will kill a shifter if it isn't
treated immediately. I don't kill humans when I shift, I hunt for small game animals. I do love dogs. I actually have a dachshund
named Riley. And as far as I know, there is no cure for Lycanthropy. When I shift, I transform into a 110 pound female wolf with
hazel green eyes and thick dark brown, almost black fur. I chose to use my, curse, as I call it, for good. I track down missing
people. People who may be missing by choice, or who may not be. I also track children who are lost, kidnapped, or are runaways.
I work alongside my trusting companion Riley and two other friends. This is our story.
Never lead a widowed shifter cop to his true mate then tell him he can't have her. "If you're looking for a great shifter story, this one
will pull you into the series!" Mya Being a single mom is hard. Not dying at the hands of my kids’ deadbeat dad is harder.
Especially when the shifter elders won’t lift a finger to help me. But for my daughters, I’ll risk everything for freedom. Even if that
means trusting the new cop in town with our protection. And my heart. But loving Rick feels more natural than anything I've ever
experienced. It's as if he already knows my soul... Rick A century ago, I lost my breeding partner and unborn babies. Then I
walked away from pack life to protect the innocent. A cold murder brought me back and gave me a second chance with the one
woman I never expected to find. Mya is my true mate. My wolf knows it. I know it. Only one thing stands in our way. The criminal
who kidnapped her from her human life would rather see her dead than with me. And Mya’s death isn’t something I could bear.
So it comes down to kill or be killed. And I have no plans on losing my life or Mya. ————————— This book is the closed-door version
of Rescued by Nancy Corrigan, the Mainstream fiction pen name of Dana Archer. ————————— Dana's Note: Welcome to the Shifter
World® where primal heroes take on the world to claim their true mates! Escape reality with the Royal Alexander pride and their
friends and immerse yourself in a bewitching saga where you'll find: - NO CLIFFHANGERS! - NO CHEATING! - Guaranteed
happily ever after - The bedroom door is always CLOSED - Loving, loyal, and confident men - Strong, dedicated, and smart
women - Unbreakable family ties between brothers, sisters, pride, clan and pack mates - Danger, action, adventure, and spine-
tingling suspense - Page-turning thrilling story that will leave you reading late into the night - Fairy tale, kisses only romance to
swoon over - Otherworld creatures from Norse and Gaelic Mythology - Chronicles of everlasting love to get lost in - Paranormal
romance series to put on your one-click wish list - Mystery and supernatural thriller storyline - No harsh language Download today
and read an official Shifter World® original novel. Are you looking for more Shifter World novels? Royals and Alphas titles: Rafe -
An immortal Royal shifter must convince a protective human mother with secrets to trust him in order to stop a killer. Devin -
Crazed shifters aren't worthy of love. Everyone knows that. Except Devin. He'll fight for his true mate, her sisters, and their pride.
Josh - As a human living among shifters, Josh isn't considered worthy of the shifter female every male wants. But Mira is his true
mate. He'll prove it or die. Sean - Maturing is a dangerous time for shifters and Sean wants nothing to do with his primal side or
settling down with a mate. Until a one-night stand changes his mind. Nic - Disagreeing with the wolf you've been born with is not a
fate any man wants. Neither is losing the woman you love because of your wolf. Nic is in for the fight of his life. He won't lose the
woman he loves or betray his primal side. Ethan - Choosing between his true mate and the mate of his heart isn't an option. Ethan
will claim them both. If he can keep them alive until he's leader of his pack. Xander - being a BBW woman in a man's world is hard.
Being the human true mate to two primal shifters is harder. But Gwen knows a secret - Women are powerful. Anton - Nyx had one
goal - Destroy the most feared member of the Shifter Council. She was not supposed to fall in love with him. But a smart woman
knows when to change her game plan. Agents of Shifter Affairs titles: Rick - A man with nothing to live for is dangerous. But a
shifter fighting for his true mate's future is unstoppable. Nothing will stop Rick from being the mate Mya should've ended up with.
Ilan - Assassins don't nurture life. They take it. But an unexpected baby changes things. So does a true mate. And when death
comes knocking, there's no one better prepared to beat it. Uri - Guilt is dangerous. So is ignoring the pull of your true mate. And
when passion takes over, nobody is safe from a predator's instincts, especially the enemy trying to take Uri's true mate from him.
Kade - Distance doesn't make the heart grow fonder. It triggers a shifter's instinct to possess. And when Kade's beloved human
returns, he'll risk everything-including his pride-to ensure he never loses Zoe again. Visit Dana's website for more information:
DanaArcher.com
Nearly twenty years ago, Ruby was stolen from her pack by an alpha who saw her as the key to his power. Now she’s free, but
freedom comes with its own problems. Her old pack comes calling, and they aren’t the sort of visitors that come bearing gifts.
They bring danger, threats, and for whatever reason, Ash. To quell the tension between her old alpha and her new one, Ruby
volunteers to go with Ash on a mission to find information about lupine being hunted. Working together leads to more discoveries
between themselves than anything else, however, when Ruby’s honed defenses prove flimsy against Ash’s charm and
persistence. The last thing she needs is to play with a younger lover, especially when lupine are going missing. With too many
questions and mysteries floating around her, will Ruby find the balance between her lupine loyalties and her own free will? Her
heart has been broken before, and now she’s protecting her very spirit. *** KEYWORDS: steamy paranormal wolf shifter romance,
shapeshifter romance, standalone romance for adults, interracial, werewolf romance, younger man older woman romance
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Megan Linski conjures a fantasy shifter romance where fae bond with fated mates and
royals rule a dark kingdom. Thousands of copies sold! Discover why readers are calling this series their next book obsession!
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Finding your soulmate can be deadly... Emma I never believed magic was real— until I used it to kill a werewolf. Not long after, a
letter arrived from a supernatural school, claiming I was a sorceress. I’m forced into a world where dragons breathe fire, griffins
fly, alicorns battle and wolves hunt monsters. At this academy, sorceresses are bound to alpha shifter mates, and pagan rituals
are used to connect with the gods. I know my mate is somewhere within the school… along with those who want my blood. A cult of
dark magic is following my every move, and I have to master my powers before they come for me… Ethan I never meant to kill my
own father. What happened led to the loss of my leg, and my reputation as heir to the throne. I found a way to pay for my sins by
playing the role of Prince Ethan during the day, and a vigilante hunting cultists by night. Keeping my secret identity hidden has
been far more difficult than I imagined. But now my kingdom is at stake. A new leader will be chosen through the King’s Contest, a
fatal competition where contestants battle for power and, more often than not, die in the process. Without a mate, I cannot
compete for the crown. I formed an unbreakable bond with Emma upon first sight. But I have to keep my love a secret. Emma
can’t know she’s my true mate; otherwise, she’ll be in more danger than ever before. But the King’s Contest is rapidly
approaching, and if I don’t choose a mate soon, the fate of my country will fall into the wrong hands… *** A Court of Thorns and
Roses meets The Witcher in this fae academy series that's haunted with sexy shifters and dark deception. Rejected mates and a
fight for the crown come together in this supernatural love story of vigilantes, villains, and superheroes. Fall for alpha bad boy
kings and find true love in this enchanting royalty romance addition to the Hidden Legends universe. "Oh wow, now this is a novel
worth waiting for. I honestly haven't read something like this in ages." - Jessica Mitchell, Reviewer "Overall this was just what I
wanted, and I have a terrible book hangover I am not sure how to recover from." - Smada's Book Smack "Once I picked up The
Wolven Mark I didn’t want to lay it down for a minute. I just wanted to keep on reading." - Nancy Allen, The Avid Reader Read
now to join the royals today! This series takes place in the Hidden Legends Universe, along with the Academy of Magical
Creatures series, the College of Witchcraft series, and the Prison for Supernatural Offenders series. The Hidden Legends universe
features college-aged protagonists attending magical academies, dual points-of-view, disabled and diverse main characters, and
steamy, empowering romances. Each series stands on its own and can be read in any order. This is a full-length novel over 400
pages. Recommended reading age 18+
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Contemporary Paranormal Romance, shape-shifter, M/M, HEA] Mikhail, an agent for
the newly formed Warrior Brigade of Sage, Wyoming, is on a mission to take down Fortress, a group who like hunting and
murdering shifters for sport. Heading to London, Fortress's base, Mikhail meets Robert, a British agent working for the Dept. of
Shifter Affairs. Sparks fly, attraction is instant, but both are grieving after losing their mates to the brutal terrorists, and Fortress's
affiliate group, Flashpoint. Between them, Mikhail and Robert unravel a deadly plot to overthrow Parliament, murder the Prime
Minister, and end up running for their lives, unearthing traitors and betrayal on all sides. Fortress is run by Sir Aaron Fielding, an
English aristocrat who loves making money and murdering pesky shifters. His love of murder and power puts him right in the path
of Mik and Robert. Can a Warrior of Sage really complete such a hazardous mission? Sparks, bullets, and sexual tension abound.
Will love survive? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
This daughter of dragons has learned to hide to survive. Until she meets the only man with the power to set her true heart free...or
destroy her. Mia My whole life I’ve been trained to hide what I am. Run. Lie. Survive. One night, my worst nightmare caught up
with me. His name is Viktor. The strongest Alpha wolf I’ve ever encountered. And I’ve known them all. Dark. Dangerous. Raw.
Sensual. I could have fought. I could have run. But then he would have known my true self. To a ruthless bounty hunter like Viktor,
my secret is far too valuable. Now, I’m his prisoner. My body. My life is at his mercy. At least, that’s what I need him to think. I
should break free. I know I can. And yet...I don’t. He wants to keep me for himself. Claim me. Mark me. Own me. His darkest
nature ignites a fire within me I never knew I had. My head tells me to run. But my heart and primal instinct tells me to let him have
what he wants. All of me. Viktor She was just a job. A means to an end. A bargain I made with the devil to set myself and my pack
free for good. Then I saw her. Beautiful. Sheltered. Protected her whole life from the horrors I and shifters like me have had to
face. Then I touched her. Flawless skin. Pouty lips begging to be kissed. A perfect body that bends to mine on instinct when I
reach for her. Then I knew her name. She belongs to me. Her family swore an oath to mine. One I mean to make her honor. In
body. In soul. In fate. I see the fire in her eyes. She’s oh so innocent, but wild. Untamed. She has secrets she thinks she can hide
from me. She can’t. I see her. I know what she is. Mine. And I’ll have her. No matter the price. No matter the danger Even if it
destroys us both. Book Themes: Book Themes: dragon shifter romance, shapeshifters, wolf shifter romance, werewolves, magic,
magical characters, strong female heroine, possessive alpha male hero, fated mates, immortals, forbidden love, shifter romance
books, paranormal romance, wolf shifter, werewolf romance, werewolves, action and adventure dystopian futuristic, kidnapping,
enemies to lovers
America has gone Hamilton crazy. Lin-Manuel Miranda’s Tony-winning musical has spawned sold-out performances, a triple
platinum cast album, and a score so catchy that it is being used to teach U.S. history in classrooms across the country. But just
how historically accurate is Hamilton? And how is the show itself making history? Historians on Hamilton brings together a
collection of top scholars to explain the Hamilton phenomenon and explore what it might mean for our understanding of America’s
history. The contributors examine what the musical got right, what it got wrong, and why it matters. Does Hamilton’s hip-hop take
on the Founding Fathers misrepresent our nation’s past, or does it offer a bold positive vision for our nation’s future? Can a
musical so unabashedly contemporary and deliberately anachronistic still communicate historical truths about American culture
and politics? And is Hamilton as revolutionary as its creators and many commentators claim? Perfect for students, teachers,
theatre fans, hip-hop heads, and history buffs alike, these short and lively essays examine why Hamilton became an Obama-era
sensation and consider its continued relevance in the age of Trump. Whether you are a fan or a skeptic, you will come away from
this collection with a new appreciation for the meaning and importance of the Hamilton phenomenon.
Uncover the dark secrets of the shifters from Hidden Pines... Wolf's Game I feel trapped and need to escape. I am a grown woman, and my
parents have ruled my world for far too long. When I am given the opportunity to become a mail-order bride, I agree without hesitation. Eliot is
arrogant, and one of those strong, silent types who I just can't stand. But, he also has smoldering eyes and a god-like body. I can't stop
imagining all the things I want him to do to me. And then there's his secret... *** I'm ready to settle down with my one true love, but the dating
agency got it wrong this time. Sure, Ashlyn is gorgeous and sexy, but she's not my type at all. She talks constantly. She hates the outdoors.
And, it's obvious she's never had to work for anything in her life. If I can't stand her, why do I stay awake at night thinking about how good she
looks, tastes, and feels? Dragon's Refuge I have to break this curse. On my father's deathbed, he told me one thing: Find Hawthorn Davis. I
imagined Hawthorn and I would break this curse together. Instead, he turns out to be the biggest jerk I have ever met. Although, I can't deny
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the electricity I feel when I am near him. But none of that matters. I need his help, and he will give it to me. *** My mortal enemy shows up on
my doorstep and expects me to help her. I send her on her way, despite the fact that she is the most beautiful girl I have ever seen. But with
Callie, nothing is ever simple. She doesn't give up when she wants something, and right now, she seems to want me. Second Chance Shifter
Women mean nothing to me-except the one that got away. I try to tell myself I am over her, but it's a lie. When I see her unexpectedly, my
world is turned upside down. She is mine, and I will claim her as my own. *** I thought it would be safe to go back. So much time had passed.
I was wrong, though. One last night with Forrest was all I wanted. One year later, and my baby and I are in more danger than ever. I have to
get to Forrest before my past catches up with me. I know he will help me. I just hope he can forgive me. Bear's Fox I moved to Hidden Pines
to get away from men like Jarod--men who are hot and sexy but ultimately bad for me. When my house burns down, I have no other option
than to accept his offer. I guess I will be his new roommate for the time being. All he needs to know is that he needs to stay away. He can
keep his smoldering looks, rock-hard abs, and god-like muscles to himself. *** I don't want to get close to anybody. Being with me is too
dangerous. I am being hunted. I would never put anyone I love in danger. But, I didn't expect Winter Everhart to rock my world. I need her out
of my life as soon as possible, or else the Triad will come after her, too. 18+ only.
As Tracker for the Redwood Pack, Kaylee Jamenson knows her duty. She's seen war and heartache, but now the battle hits closer to home
when a Packmate goes missing. With rogues on the rise, the Alphas of the Redwood and Talon Packs send her to find their lost wolf before
all is lost. Yet nothing is as it seems and as the hunt grows dangerous, so does the threat to her heart when fate throws a curveball in her
path. Her mate.
Shifters keep their friends close and their enemies closer in a shadowy world where the line between hunter and hunted thins, blurs, and
finally shatters. Boxed set contains the complete Underground Heat Series. Three full length books. Three HEAs. No cliffhangers. Roman’s
Gold Once respected members of society, shifters are running for their lives. Devon’s been a cop for a long time. He has shifter blood, but
not enough to change into anything. His latest assignment is Kate. From the moment he sees her, he can’t get her out of his mind. But she’s
the enemy he’s sworn to eradicate. As he tracks her, the line between hunter and hunted explodes into fiery attraction. If their passion
doesn’t save them, it’ll doom them forever. Wolf Born Max leads a dangerous double life in a futuristic California that’s almost out of
resources. If Audrey could finesse it, she’d go to work helping the shifter underground. The only sticking point is Max. She’s been in love
with him forever. If she joins the underground, she believes she’ll never see him again—but that’s because she has no idea he’s the head of
it. After a second attempt on his life, Max faces critical choices. He can’t believe Audrey’s behind the assassination attempts, but everything
points her way. Will he follow his head or his heart? Blood Bond Head of the shifter underground’s security force, Johannes has his hands
full. He’s the most compelling man Daria’s ever met, but he’s also stubborn and arrogant. Her cat thinks he’s their mate, but if Daria had
her way, she’d run hard the other way. Just her bad luck, a series of lethal attacks keep her square in his gunsights. Johannes is desperately
attracted to Daria, but anything beyond sex isn’t part of his life plan. He has his reasons. They’ve served him well, and he’s not changing
them now.
The Hunted
I thought she was dead, and my heart died along with her. Now, I've found out that my mate, Olive, is alive and carrying our child. Nobody
can know the baby is mine. It's the first dragon shifter baby in 500 years, and I have been tasked with hunting her down. I can't get anywhere
near Olive because she thinks I'm a danger to our child. I would never hurt her or the baby. The other royal shifters are the real threat. I have
to find her before they do.I must protect what's mine. I am a royal dragon prince and nothing will get in my way. ************Books included in
Royal Dragon Curse: Dragon Shifter Romance Collection: Mate's BabyMate's KissMate's SecretMate's WitchIf you love alpha romances,
dragons, bad boys, and paranormal shifters who know how to take charge, then you will love Royal Dragon Curse!Content Warning: Explicit
love scenes and lots of sexy shifters. No cheating and no cliffhangers. Intended for 18+ audiences
Onyx: I’m a city wolf—a damaged and injured one at that. Obviously, the absolute last place I should be when I’m in heat is in the middle of
the woods with unmated male shifters in the wild able to scent me. But here I am, running for my life. I’m not used to anyone being nice to
me, let alone helping me. Even being the daughter of a pack alpha doesn’t keep you safe when you’re the lone freak in your pack who can’t
shift. I’m being hunted out here in the woods, and yet somehow I feel safe on the doorstep of the big, brusque stranger who offers me
sanctuary. Taron isn’t like any of the shifters I grew up around. He’s a bear shifter for one—an alpha, no less—with a protective streak a mile
wide…for me. Taron: Not much to say. I knew from the moment Onyx found herself trying to escape her troubles in my woods. It hit me like a
damn freight train. The she-wolf was my mate. Meaning she was mine to heal. And mine to protect at all costs. Previously published as Ride
The Wicked Woodsman (c) 2015 with revisions throughout, newly added content, and a different extended ending. PROTECTED BY THE
PACK (MC shifters) Book 1: Harboring His Mate (Taron & Onyx) Book 2: Resisting His Mate (Braeden & Paisley) Book 3: Enticing His Mate
(Joshua & Clover) keywords: shifter romance, PNR romance, sexy small town, steamy PNR, alpha shifter, alpha MC, BBW, curvy girl
romance, curvy woman romance, new adult PNR, paranormal suspense, alpha hero, MC romance
Shifters keep their friends close and their enemies closer in a shadowy world where the line between hunter and hunted thins, blurs, and
finally shatters Author's Note: Wolf Born is book two in the Underground Heat Trilogy. All three novels are full length shifter romances with
happy-ever-after endings! You can buy the books individually, or in the boxed set titled Underground Heat. Max leads a double life in a
futuristic California that’s almost out of resources. Despite grave risks, he ran for state governor to protect his people. He’s also leader of the
shifter underground. Threatened with genocide, many shifters have gone into hiding. Some blame Max and the underground for their plight,
rather than the governmental edict that’s meant death for so many. Audrey works for Max. Unlike most humans with low levels of shifter
blood who bless their lucky stars they avoided the purge, she wants to be a shifter. If she could find a way to finesse it, she’d quit her job in a
heartbeat and go to work helping the shifter underground. The only sticking point is Max. She’s been half in love with him forever. Against a
dog-eat-dog political backdrop where no one knows who their allies are, Max and Audrey spar with one another. Max fears she’s part of the
group trying to kill him. Audrey has no idea about Max’s double identity and worries she won’t be able to walk away from their fiery attraction
to help the underground. After a second attempt on his life, Max faces critical choices. Will he follow his head or his heart?
A group of scientists from Area 51 named me Elixia. I am a hunter with abilities. My inception began in one of their laboratories founded by
the 'The Abnormal Hunters Society' a group of eccentric millionaires. My job is to kill or capture hostiles who are not human. They made me
look like a nineteen- year-old girl. My skin and short hair have a combination of blue and green colors. My veins look white, and my eyes are
the lightest yellow you can imagine.In fact, I always have to wear dark sunglasses because if humans see them, they think I am a vampire or
a werewolf.I am not a shape-shifter, so I can only change the color of my hair to platinum silver, and my skin turns white. My eyes stay the
same color. My abilities allow me to do the job that I was created for; hunting aliens, vampires, rogue angels, werewolves, etc.
Phoenix Shifters are rare. They also hold the key to eternal life. No wonder the Dragon King wants my blood.My entire
life has been spent in hiding, concealed in a traveling circus under the powerful spell of an old witch. It would be just my
luck that a streak of rebellion would land me in the hands of three sexy dragon shifters. I am in so much trouble.Dragons
aren't supposed to know I exist, let alone make me feel this... warm. I don't know these three heart-pounding dragon
gods. I'm not even sure I can trust them, but it turns out that they might be the only ones who can protect me from the
Dragon King. We are playing a dangerous game, and if we don't get our act together and defeat the tyrant who is hunting
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me I am going to lose more than the three Dragon Gods that have claimed my heart, and my soul.Rise of The Witch is a
full-length Shifter Reverse Harem Romance coming in at just over 105,000 words.This book contains a fair bit of swears,
lots of shirtless men, and fade-to-grey steam. There may or may not be a cliff-hanger. You have been warned.
A dark cloud approaches the small community of Sun Valley, and only these Bear Shifter cowboys can save it. Will they
find their Fated Mates in the process? The Bear Ranchers Ultimate Box Set is here! Contains the following novella
stories: RIDING BEARBACK - Get back here you stupid cow! Jess Lincoln just wasn't cut out for this! She's a city girl
from New York, used to cafe lattes in the morning and swanky bar Manhattans at night. But here she was, running from
her past and her ex-husband. So why did she run to a cattle ranch of all things? Did she think she could just throw on
some pumps and walk out to milk the cows? Was there anyone out here that could help her? Wyatt Wade knew his way
around a ranch. His Bear Shifter Clan specialized in long distance travel of troubling species. Water buffalo, oxen and
even flocks of ostrich: if it walked on this earth, they could herd it. But this fiery little city slicker that just moved into the
ranch down the way was something else. She was all thorns and tangle weeds, but his primal instinct didn't care. She
needed help, and he needed her. SADDLED BEARBACK - Jamie Campbell loves the family ranch, but a recent family
tragedy has hung a dark cloud over the place. The cattle still graze, but her father has been a knot of worry and his
whiskey is never far away. Her cousin Oliver has a knack for business, but when it comes to managing the herd of cattle,
Jamie is in over her head. Not that she'd ever admit to needing help, of course. No matter how tall or handsome that help
turned out to be... Jesse Crowe thought this would just be another normal gig. Help a local ranch get back on their feet
and make a little spare change on the side. It looked like a win/win situation. Of course, as soon as he laid eyes on the
rancher's daughter, his primal bear Shifter needs erupted. Oh yeah, this just turned into a win/win/win situation. Too blind
to see the looming threat in their midst, could they have any chance of finding love when their lives were at risk?
DANCING BEARBACK - Willow Davenport and her family have always loved the wild west. They love it so much, they
sing and dance in their own Western themed show. Always on the hunt to expand their holdings, they are elated when
the ranch next door goes on sale. They jump on the chance to buy it. Only they aren’t the only ones. Tyler Crowe, a Bear
Shifter cowhand, is also interested, as are a couple of werewolves. On a tour of the place Tyler and Willow find
themselves hopelessly attracted to each other. How can they bid against each other now? Luckily it’s not up to them to
decide who gets the farm. Tyler will have to decide if her will tell her secret. Will she still love him when she finds out he’s
a bear? When the bidding war starts who can keep their heads? Tyler and Willow need to keep theirs or risk losing
everything. SPURRED BEARBACK - Sun Valley is in jeopardy. An age old debt has come due and the residents are in
danger of losing their home. This weighs heavily on Valerie Rousseau’s mind. She was sent to Sun Valley by a
company, interested in buying up the land. At first it’s just another job, just another corner of the land that this machine
she represents wants to eat up. But then she meets the people and falls in love with a Bear Shifter named Kyle. This
changes everything for her. Now she has to work to keep her job, save Sun Valley and try to win the heart of the man
she’s seriously falling for. But time is running out and there are no easy fixes as darker secrets come to light. BUCKING
BEARBACK - Sun Valley is being threatened by an evil werewolf corporation that has its eye set on destroying the place.
Jeanie Buchanan is a pawn in this game of greed and revenge. Sent to Sun Valley to do a survey of the land, she is ill
prepared for what she finds there. Over 75,000 words of steamy BBW Shifter novellas! Keywords: bear shifter, bad boy,
bbw, fated mates, paranormal romance with sex, pnr, curvy, gothic romance, new adult romance, clan, pack, series,
fantasy, steamy romance, paranormal romance books for adults, reformed rake, contemporary romance, hot romance,
hot shifter romance, shifter romance series, instalove, shifter conflicts, new adult, urban fantasy, alpha male, werebear,
shapeshifter, wounded hero, romantic suspense, womens fiction, action adventure, military love, outlaw, rebel, thrilling,
great chemistry, enemies to friends
In this eSpecial, New York Times bestselling author Marjorie M. Liu provides a companion novella to The Iron Hunt and
Darkness Calls, the first two books in her gripping new urban fantasy series.Meet Maxine Kiss, the Earth’s last
protector:I am a demon hunter. I am a demon. I am Hunter Kiss. By day, my tattoos are my armor. By night, they unwind
from my body to take on forms of their own. Demons of the flesh, turned into flesh. My only allies. Until one moment—and
one man—changes everything…
My name is Fynn Young. Fynn is pronounced as it sounds - F-I-N-N. I live in Mississippi in a small city called Tupelo. I
was born in 1901. If you guessed my age to be 114 years old, you are correct. So how am I still alive? I am a female wolf
shifter. I was born in 1925. When I was 24 years old, I learned I had a unique gift. I could change into a black wolf. I will
forever look as though I am in my early 30s now. Being a shifter is something I have struggled with for 90 years. Coming
to terms with it, I mean. I live in the South and I haven't come into contact with any of my kind, but once and he was no
help. I don't want to live in a pack, although they say packs are healthier and are more adjusted. I don't have very much
information as far as being a wolf shifter. I don't know anyone else like me. So while I do my tracking, I also look for
people like me who can hopefully answer my questions. I do know a little about what I can do. I can shift anytime; I don't
need a full moon. Silver does hurt very badly and will kill a shifter if it isn't treated immediately. I don't kill humans when I
shift, I hunt for small game animals. I do love dogs. I actually have a dachshund named Riley. And as far as I know, there
is no cure for Lycanthropy. When I shift, I transform into a 110-pound female wolf with hazel green eyes and thick dark
brown, almost black fur. I chose to use my, curse, as I call it, for good. I track down missing people. People who may be
missing by choice, or who may not be. I also track children who are lost, kidnapped, or are runaways. I work alongside
my trusting companion Riley and two other friends. This is our story.

The big one wolf-shifter romance fans have been hungering for! In this huge box set, you'll get the
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complete Wolfguard Protectors series. Settle in with five, full-length novels (over 1100 pages).
This All-Shifter Security Force holds the line between their kind and those who seek to destroy
them. Get ready for swoon-worthy shifter heroes, kickass heroines, fated mates, and the action-
packed storylines that'll keep you up at night turning the pages.

This set includes: Shift of Fate Echo of Magic Kiss of Midnight Heart of the Wolf Secret of the Fae
 Shift of Fate I am Willow’s protector. I am paid to give my life for hers. As a member of the elite all-shifter Wolfguard
Security Team, it’s the job. One last assignment and I can write my own ticket. Start my own pack. It should have been
easy. Just a cross-country road trip. Get the girl home in one piece. Then I saw her... Her scent calls to the wolf inside of
me. Then I got too close... A single touch and I knew we were fated. A single kiss and I knew I would kill for her. But
Willow belongs to someone else… In one week, I’m supposed to deliver her to him. Except, it’s my name she calls out
for in the night. My mark she craves. If I take what’s mine, it could destroy the life I’ve built and call forth a darkness too
big to contain. If I claim her, it could ruin us both.
 Echo of Magic Meg Crossley hired me to guard a priceless red diamond. But, the second I laid eyes on Meg, I knew
she was the greatest treasure of all. My heart beats for her. Her touch rouses my inner wolf in dangerous ways. She
knows what she is to me, but it scares her. She’s lost everyone she loves and that rare diamond is all she thinks she has
left. There’s a legend surrounding it. An ancient power lurks inside waiting to be unleashed. If it falls into the wrong
hands, it could spell the end for every shifter on the planet. I’m here to keep that from happening. But it might cost Meg's
life.
 Kiss of Midnight I’m an Alpha wolf shifter. It’s my duty to capture the woman who killed a member of the coven. Nadia
is considered dangerous. Her dark and deadly spells spare no one. I never expected to be so drawn to her. Could it be
her spell? Probably. There’s no way we can be soulmates. But I feel an intense need to protect her… to believe her.
There has to be more to the story. And it has to be us against the world. But can we truly become one and confess our
love for each other?
 Heart of the Wolf I’ve pledged my life to Wolfguard Security. They took me in when I was lost. I’ve killed for them. Bled
for them. Kept their secrets. There’s nothing I wouldn’t do to serve this brotherhood. Then, a wildcat crossed my path.
Nova’s the last of her kind. A female jaguar. Hunted. On the run. Coveted by a rival pack, a secret organization, and just
about every other shifter on the planet. If any of them find her, they’ll try to claim her. Own her. Bend her to their will. And
I will destroy them all. Because Nova belongs to me. My fated mate. Wanting her is dangerous. The last time I led with
my heart, the woman I loved got killed. I was younger then. I thought I was invincible. I’ll never make the same mistake
again. No matter how much Nova’s primal nature calls to mine. To save her life, I’ll have to let her go.
 Secret of the Fae Wolfguard Security sent me to find out what she knows. To contain the threat she poses. Zendra
holds the key to unlocking a mystery that could destroy every shifter alive. Her magic is unlike any I have ever felt. I’m an
Alpha Wolf. She’s something different. Ancient. Powerful. Intoxicating. I crave her just like a drug. She pulls me in even
though I know it will be my undoing. I have no choice but to stay bound to her. At least until I can uncover the secret
she’s hiding. The source of her power. Only, I have a secret of my own. If I don’t take a mate soon, I’ll lose control of
my wolf for good. It might already be too late. I know I should just turn her over to Wolfguard and walk away. Find out if
there’s anything left of me to save. Though I came for the hunt, it’s Zendra who holds me captive. Pulled between sin
and salvation. Duty versus desire. There’s only one thing left to do. Give into fate or lose everything. Book Themes:
Book Themes: wolf shifter romance series, paranormal romance box sets, shifter romance bundles, shapeshifters,
werewolves, witches and mages, fated mates, strong protective alpha male heroes, kickass strong female heroines,
werebears, new adult, standalones, complete series, security guards, bodyguards,
Payne couldn't believe the situation he was in. Brought to an island to be hunted for some sick shifters pleasure. No
weapons and his ability to shift into a chinchilla made everything seem hopeless until a huge Tigon shifter appeared
ready to defend him...ready to kill to keep him safe... all because he and Castiel were mates. Payne just hoped he lived
long enough to make that official.
I am a wolf shifter torn apart.Hunted. Broken. Destined to spark a war.My freedom has come at a cost. Anyone who
cares about me will be hurt by the true nature of my power. To protect the ones I love, I must push them away.Only
Tristan Masters may stand beside me, but his fate is closing in as fast as my options are running out.Surrounded by
enemies, our hope lies in a secret that has been guarded for millennia-the truth about Tristan's past.He is my future, but
he could just as easily be my end.My heart is already broken. Now I must risk my mind and soul to save us both.This
dark wolf will break free.Content information: This is a dark urban fantasy romance, the third book in the Soul Bitten
Shifter series. Recommended reading age is 17+ for sex scenes, mature themes, and language. NO cliffhanger.
There's nothing more tempting than doing something that you really shouldn't. I am Blue, the girl with the knife tattoo. My
generation were born long after the ancient world crumbled and fell.Moon, my best friend and I, hunt for objects from the
ancient world, things that we trade. We are always on the move, never staying in one place too long, and trying to stay
away from the war zones as much as possible.Demons and humans fight each other instead of standing up against the
Old Gods who returned after the death of the Ancients. Moon is a Demon, but she's like a sister to me, her coven
rejected her because she's a self-proclaimed vegetarian, refusing to consume human flesh.The ruins of ancient cities are
off limits because legend says they hide the entrance to the Underworld, to Hades' realm and they are patrolled by
Hellhounds, deadly werewolf shifters. After finding a mysterious object we were attacked on the road and the bastards
kidnapped Moon.I took up the hunt and it led me into the heart of a ruined city called Don and to the three Hellhounds'
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protecting it, Aris, Damon and Nero. Aris, the eldest is handsome and always ready for a fight. Damon is strong,
gorgeous and mute. His eyes tell stories I want to know. Nero is the youngest and so much like me, ready to push
boundaries.Will these three handsome brothers help me find Moon? Do they really know where the entrance to Hades'
realm is? Why are they living in this place, isolated from the world? Does Hades have power over them or are they
willingly protecting him? Get ready for a wonderful adventure. This is a slow burn reverse harem why choose story suited
for mature readers.
My name is Fynn Young. Fynn is pronounced as it sounds - F-I-N-N. I live in Mississippi in a small city called Tupelo. I was born in
1901. If you guessed my age to be 114 years old, you are correct. So how am I still alive? I am a female wolf shifter. When I was
24 years old, I learned I had a unique gift. I could change into a black wolf. I will forever look as though I am in my early 30s now.
Being a shifter is something I have struggled with for 90 years. Coming to terms with it, I mean. I live in the South and I haven't
come into contact of any of my kind but once and he was no help. I don't want to live in a pack, although they say packs are
healthier and are more adjusted. I don't have very much information as far as being a wolf shifter. I don't know anyone else like
me. So while I do my tracking, I also look for people like me who can hopefully answer my questions. I do know a little about what I
can do. I can shift anytime; I don't need a full moon. Silver does hurt very badly and will kill a shifter if it isn't treated immediately. I
don't kill humans when I shift, I hunt for small game animals. I do love dogs. I actually have a dachshund named Riley. And as far
as I know, there is no cure for what I have since I was born a shifter. When I shift, I transform into a 110-pound female wolf with
hazel green eyes and thick dark brown, almost black fur. I chose to use my, curse, as I call it, for good. I track down missing
people. People who may be missing by choice, or who may not be. I also track children who are lost, kidnapped, or are runaways.
I work alongside my trusting companion Riley and two other friends. This is our story.
Shifters keep their friends close and their enemies closer in a shadowy world where the line between hunter and hunted thins,
blurs, and finally shatters Author's Note: Roman's Gold is the kickoff volume for the Underground Heat Trilogy. All three books are
full length shifter romances with happy-ever-after endings! You can buy the books individually, or in the boxed set titled
Underground Heat. Once respected members of society, shifters are running for their lives. In a futuristic world where resources
are scarce, Kate uses her human form to work as a sex surrogate. Furious at what looks a lot like genocide for her people, she
joins the shifter underground. Devon’s been a cop for a long time. He has shifter blood, but not enough to change into anything, at
least not until the police department insists on a series of infusions to make him better at tracking shifters so they can be
imprisoned—or killed. Devon’s latest assignment is Kate. From the moment he sees her, he can’t get her out of his mind. But
she’s the enemy he’s sworn to eradicate. As he tracks her, the line between hunter and hunted explodes. Against reason and
wisdom, Kate and Devon defy the rules. If their passion doesn’t save them, it’ll doom them forever.
Book 3 in the Black Mesa Wolves series by USA Today bestselling author J.K. Harper "I am glad I gave J.K. Harper a try! I love
her shifter world! She's created a wonderful world and characters that captured my attention from the first chapter. This is my
favorite in the series so far." -Night Owl Reviews, 4.5 Top Pick Caleb Bardou has a quick answer for anything that comes at him:
his fists. Barreling through life, damn the consequences, has always worked for him. With dangerous rogue wolves threatening his
Pack, he must be a ruthless hunter. But when a delicate little she-wolf gets in his steamroller way, he has to find a different
strategy to win the unexpected battle for her body and her heart. Each time civilized Rielle Amoux thinks about caveman Caleb,
she gets all tingly inside. Yet she refuses to be flustered by a hot-headed, chest-thumping, he-man of a wolf. Except Caleb is
sexier than sin, and he arouses her on a primal level--the part of her she's always denied from fear she won't be able to control it.
But if she doesn't free her wild side soon, she risks losing her wolf forever.... Between vicious rogues and sweetly seductive Rielle,
Caleb has his hands full. Just when he thinks he has everything under control, his trigger temper erupts again. This time, the
fallout could be disastrous for his Pack--as well as for any chance he has with the sexy little wolf who might be his destiny. To the
reader: This story is filled with hawt times, sexy romance, and the secret world of wolf shifters. If you love shifters, small towns,
and the power of wild love to always triumph in the end, this story is for you. Black Mesa Wolves Guardian Wolf Alpha Wolf
Hunting Wolf Wild Wolf Solstice Wolf Christmas Wolf New Year Wolf Protector Wolf Fire Wolf Rogue Wolf (coming soon) Fans of
the following books and series are known to enjoy this scorching hot wolf shifter paranormal romance with sizzling sex scenes,
alpha male hero, plenty of action & adventure, and true love between werewolf fated mates: a kingdom of exiles academy of magic
dragon's gift accidentally in love alpha heist alpha mated alpha resolution attack by magic dragon's gift awakening dragon born in
fire burning tower call of the dragon choose love crime of magic dragon's gift crimes against magic dark lover dark stranger the
dream desired by the wolf dragon warrior falling for a wolf first bite garden of the wolf golden age greyriver shifters halfway to the
grave hotbloods Kate Daniels’ Magic Series luna proxy master of magic dragon's gift moon lovers natural mage natural witch
obsidian son protected mate raised in fire shadow keeper shadow kissed twisted fate undercover magic dragon's gift wild hunger
wolf lake wolf’s secret baby Keywords related to this scorching hot, romantic wolf shifter series: 21st Century, Action Adventure,
Adventure Books, Alpha Hero, Alpha Male, Animals & Nature, Best Selling Shifter Series, Bestselling Series, Black Mesa Wolves,
Book, Contemporary, Current, ebook, Epic Fantasy, Essential Reads, Fantasy Books, Fantasy Romance Books, Fantasy
Romance, Fantasy Stories, Fantasy, Fated Mates, Feisty Heroine, Happy Ever After, HEA, Heroine, Hot Romance, Hot Sexy
Read, J.K. Harper Books, J.K. Harper, Love Story, Magical Adventures, Millionaire, Mythology and Folklore, New Adult Romance,
New Adult, Paranormal Fantasy Books, Paranormal Romance Books, Paranormal Romance Series, Paranormal Romance,
Paranormal, Popular Series, Quick read, Racy Romance, Rich, Romance Books, Romance eBook, Romance Novel, Romance
Series, Romantic Suspense, Seduction, Sensual, Series, Sexy, Shapeshifter Romance With Sex, Shifter Romance, Shifter Series,
Short Reads, Small Town Romance, Story, Supernatural and Occult, Supernatural, Suspense, Suspenseful Read, Thriller, Top
Rated Books, Top Rated Fantasy Collection With Shapeshifters, Top Romance Reads, USA Today Bestselling Author, Wealthy,
Werewolf, Werewolves and Shifters, Wolf Romance, Wolf Shifter Romance, Wolves, Women's Fiction
Hot ripped dragonshifter heroes searching for their fated mates will make you drool in this collection of three hot stories of
unexpected love and magic (arranged marriage, childhood friends, and enemies-to-lovers). If you love dark and dangerous shifters
this is for you! Devastatingly ripped billionaire dragon shifters intent on conquest. Independent heroines in search of their own
destinies. Tropes you can’t resist: arranged marriage, reunion romance, and enemies-to-lovers, reforged into stories of
unexpected love, magic and adventure that could only be told in modern day America. These wickedly sexy dragon shifters will
stop at nothing to claim their fated mates. This special boxed collection includes three explicitly dragon-ferocious romance
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novellas: BETROTHED TO THE DRAGON (Book 1) What’s worse than being hunted down and killed? Being married to a dragon.
The immortal monster has vowed to seek and destroy my kind. My family and I arrived in America to seek asylum. I’m helpless. I
have no magic. So, my family made a bargain without my consent. Can marrying a dragon save my life? BELONGING TO THE
DRAGON (Book 2) My body wants to say yes to this billionaire dragon shifter. But to mate Lucas is to condemn him to death. He’s
the billionaire I can’t resist. His fiery touch makes me crave a future that isn’t mine. Lucas can’t know my secret. I can’t let him
see the monster that I am. What am I going to do? BONDED TO THE DRAGON (Book 3) I thought he was helping me escape…
Instead, he imprisoned me all for himself. This dragon commands my fate. And he’d only let me go under one impossible
condition. I would have to help him seek revenge against an enemy. He’s all wrong for me. But one touch and I knew I belonged
to him. Do I even want to escape him anymore? This boxed set is filled with heat, danger, and the secret world of dragon shifters.
If you love shifters, adventure, and the power of love, these books are for you.
Goal: Topple a powerful man. Reality: He lands on top of you. Nyx was supposed to bring down the strongest Royal feline on the
Shifter Council. Not fall in love with Anton Alexander. But living in the same house with the intriguing, aloof shifter male changes
everything. Except the plans she set in motion can’t be as easily altered as her heart. Never date your employee. The simple rule
should’ve saved Anton from falling under Nyx’s spell. But Nyx isn’t just a secretary. She's his everything. But he never expected
his true mate would try to implicate him in a crime. And when the real murderer comes after both of them, Anton has no choice but
to embrace his primal side. Hunt or be hunted. And a Royal never loses. ————————— This book is the closed-door version of
FORBIDDEN MATE by Nancy Corrigan, the Mainstream fiction pen name of Dana Archer. ————————— Dana's Note: Welcome to
the Shifter World® where primal heroes take on the world to claim their true mates! Escape reality with the Royal Alexander pride
and their friends and immerse yourself in a bewitching saga where you'll find: - NO CLIFFHANGERS! - NO CHEATING! -
Guaranteed happily ever after - The bedroom door is always CLOSED - Loving, loyal, and confident men - Strong, dedicated, and
smart women - Unbreakable family ties between brothers, sisters, pride, clan and pack mates - Danger, action, adventure, and
spine-tingling suspense - Page-turning thrilling story that will leave you reading late into the night - Fairy tale, kisses only romance
to swoon over - Otherworld creatures from Norse and Gaelic Mythology - Chronicles of everlasting love to get lost in - Paranormal
romance series to put on your one-click wish list - Mystery and supernatural thriller storyline - No harsh language Download today
and read an official Shifter World® original novel. Are you looking for more Shifter World novels? Royals and Alphas titles: Rafe -
An immortal Royal shifter must convince a protective human mother with secrets to trust him in order to stop a killer. Devin -
Crazed shifters aren't worthy of love. Everyone knows that. Except Devin. He'll fight for his true mate, her sisters, and their pride.
Josh - As a human living among shifters, Josh isn't considered worthy of the shifter female every male wants. But Mira is his true
mate. He'll prove it or die. Sean - Maturing is a dangerous time for shifters and Sean wants nothing to do with his primal side or
settling down with a mate. Until a one-night stand changes his mind. Nic - Disagreeing with the wolf you've been born with is not a
fate any man wants. Neither is losing the woman you love because of your wolf. Nic is in for the fight of his life. He won't lose the
woman he loves or betray his primal side. Ethan - Choosing between his true mate and the mate of his heart isn't an option. Ethan
will claim them both. If he can keep them alive until he's leader of his pack. Xander - being a BBW woman in a man's world is hard.
Being the human true mate to two primal shifters is harder. But Gwen knows a secret - Women are powerful. Anton - Nyx had one
goal - Destroy the most feared member of the Shifter Council. She was not supposed to fall in love with him. But a smart woman
knows when to change her game plan. Agents of Shifter Affairs titles: Rick - A man with nothing to live for is dangerous. But a
shifter fighting for his true mate's future is unstoppable. Nothing will stop Rick from being the mate Mya should've ended up with.
Ilan - Assassins don't nurture life. They take it. But an unexpected baby changes things. So does a true mate. And when death
comes knocking, there's no one better prepared to beat it. Uri - Guilt is dangerous. So is ignoring the pull of your true mate. And
when passion takes over, nobody is safe from a predator's instincts, especially the enemy trying to take Uri's true mate from him.
Kade - Distance doesn't make the heart grow fonder. It triggers a shifter's instinct to possess. And when Kade's beloved human
returns, he'll risk everything-including his pride-to ensure he never loses Zoe again. Visit Dana's website for more information:
DanaArcher.com
Never tell a shifter to choose between two mates. Newly matured shifter, Hannah Kagan has her sights set on saving a
neighboring pack from a corrupt leader. All she has to do is convince Ethan Jager to mate her and take over the Tanner pack. But
a chance encounter with a handsome stranger makes her question everything, including her love for Ethan. Noah lost his mate
decades ago. His secret relationship with fellow pack mate, Ethan, soothed the sting of her loss. Hannah, however, can either heal
him once and for all…or rip his heart in half. With his pack in shambles, Ethan struggles with the choice of mating Hannah and
taking over as leader or huddling in the dark with Noah while his friends and neighbors suffer. Neither option fits his wants. That
leaves him with one alternative: Claim both of his mates…and try not to die in the process. ————————— This book is the closed-door
version of SHARED MATE (previously titled: SHARED FOR LOVE) by Nancy Corrigan, the Mainstream fiction pen name of Dana
Archer. ————————— Dana's Note: Welcome to the Shifter World® where primal heroes take on the world to claim their true mates!
Escape reality with the Royal Alexander pride and their friends and immerse yourself in a bewitching saga where you'll find: - NO
CLIFFHANGERS! - NO CHEATING! - Guaranteed happily ever after - The bedroom door is always CLOSED - Loving, loyal, and
confident men - Strong, dedicated, and smart women - Unbreakable family ties between brothers, sisters, pride, clan and pack
mates - Danger, action, adventure, and spine-tingling suspense - Page-turning thrilling story that will leave you reading late into
the night - Fairy tale, kisses only romance to swoon over - Otherworld creatures from Norse and Gaelic Mythology - Chronicles of
everlasting love to get lost in - Paranormal romance series to put on your one-click wish list - Mystery and supernatural thriller
storyline - No harsh language Download today and read an official Shifter World® original novel. Are you looking for more Shifter
World novels? Royals and Alphas titles: Rafe - An immortal Royal shifter must convince a protective human mother with secrets to
trust him in order to stop a killer. Devin - Crazed shifters aren't worthy of love. Everyone knows that. Except Devin. He'll fight for
his true mate, her sisters, and their pride. Josh - As a human living among shifters, Josh isn't considered worthy of the shifter
female every male wants. But Mira is his true mate. He'll prove it or die. Sean - Maturing is a dangerous time for shifters and Sean
wants nothing to do with his primal side or settling down with a mate. Until a one-night stand changes his mind. Nic - Disagreeing
with the wolf you've been born with is not a fate any man wants. Neither is losing the woman you love because of your wolf. Nic is
in for the fight of his life. He won't lose the woman he loves or betray his primal side. Ethan - Choosing between his true mate and
the mate of his heart isn't an option. Ethan will claim them both. If he can keep them alive until he's leader of his pack. Xander -
being a BBW woman in a man's world is hard. Being the human true mate to two primal shifters is harder. But Gwen knows a
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secret - Women are powerful. Anton - Nyx had one goal - Destroy the most feared member of the Shifter Council. She was not
supposed to fall in love with him. But a smart woman knows when to change her game plan. Agents of Shifter Affairs titles: Rick -
A man with nothing to live for is dangerous. But a shifter fighting for his true mate's future is unstoppable. Nothing will stop Rick
from being the mate Mya should've ended up with. Ilan - Assassins don't nurture life. They take it. But an unexpected baby
changes things. So does a true mate. And when death comes knocking, there's no one better prepared to beat it. Uri - Guilt is
dangerous. So is ignoring the pull of your true mate. And when passion takes over, nobody is safe from a predator's instincts,
especially the enemy trying to take Uri's true mate from him. Kade - Distance doesn't make the heart grow fonder. It triggers a
shifter's instinct to possess. And when Kade's beloved human returns, he'll risk everything-including his pride-to ensure he never
loses Zoe again. Visit Dana's website for more information: DanaArcher.com
This book explores the development of queer Gothic fiction, contextualizing it with reference to representations of queer sexualities
and genders in eighteenth and nineteenth-century Gothic, as well as the sexual-political perspectives generated by the 1970s
lesbian and gay liberation movements and the development of queer theory in the 1990s. The book examines the roles that Gothic
motifs and narrative strategies play in depicting aspects of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transsexual and intersex experience in
contemporary Gothic fiction. Gothic motifs discussed include spectrality, the haunted house, the vampire, doppelganger and
monster. Regional Gothic and the contribution that Gothic tropes make to queer historical fiction and historiography receive
attention, as does the AIDS narrative. Female Gothic and feminist perspectives are also explored. Writers discussed include Peter
Ackroyd, Vincent Brome, Jim Grimsley, Alan Hollinghurst, Randall Kenan, Meg Kingston, Michelle Paver, Susan Swan, Louise
Tondeur, Sarah Waters, Kathleen Winter and Jeanette Winterson.
Shifters keep their friends close and their enemies closer in a shadowy world where the line between hunter and hunted thins,
blurs, and finally shatters Futuristic Shifter Paranormal Romance Author's Note: Blood Bond is book three in the Underground
Heat Trilogy. All three novels are full length shifter romances with happy-ever-after endings! You can buy the books individually, or
in the boxed set titled Underground Heat. Head of the shifter underground’s security force, Johannes has his hands full. When
Max, the underground’s leader, is almost killed by sniper fire, Johannes breaks a cardinal rule to save his friend and makes a
discovery about himself that changes everything. Daria’s been a healer in one capacity or another for hundreds of years, but
wholesale slaughter aimed at wiping out her kin is something new. Called to the governor’s mansion after Max gets shot, she
finds him wallowing in a river of his own blood. By rights he should be dead. She questions Johannes, but he remains stubbornly
silent—after telling her an outright lie. If Johannes wasn’t so knockout gorgeous, and she wasn’t so wiped out, Daria would’ve left
after treating Max. Instead, Johannes talks her into staying, then orders her to work for the underground. As head of security, it’s
his right to commandeer personnel. Daria is torn. Johannes is the most compelling man she’s ever met, but he’s also arrogant.
Compounding the problem, her cat thinks he’s their mate. After he runs roughshod over her, she doesn’t care about anything
except getting as far away from him as she can, but escape isn’t possible. A series of lethal attacks throw Daria into Johannes’s
path—and keep her there. He’s desperately attracted to her, but anything beyond sex with any woman isn’t part of his life plan. His
cat says she’s their mate, but it doesn’t alter Johannes’s staunch refusal to consider anything that might turn into love. He has
his reasons. They’ve served him well, and he sees no reason to change them now. PRAISE FOR THE UNDERGROUND HEAT
SERIES: “What a great read!! This one combines two of my fav things sci-fi and shifters!! Oh and loads of steamy action!!”
Goodreads review “Ann Gimpel does it again, another fantastic shifter book! I loved the futuristic spin on the shifter tale, it's the
first I've read of its kind. The characters were loveable, the story engaging. Romance Readers Retreat” “Ann Gimpel is frickin
awesome!!!!!!!! I cannot explain how much I loved this book, the way she writes is so expressive, imaginative and real!”
Goodreads Review “Excellent start to a new series by Author Ann Gimpel. I love her take on shifters and a futuristic California.
The story is easily followed yet rich and complex” Crystal’s Quirky Reviews Fans of the following books and series are known to
enjoy this futuristic paranormal romance & fantasy series: a kingdom of exiles a shade of vampire academy of magic dragon's gift
accidentally in love attack by magic dragon's gift awakening dragon born in fire burning tower call of the dragon choose love covert
fae crime of magic dragon's gift crimes against magic dark stranger the dream darkness bound dragons of the darkblood secret
society druid enforcer ghostwater goddesss choice golden age greyriver shifters hotbloods hour of darkness house of darken iron
and magic jinn's dominion junkyard druid Kate Daniels’ Magic Series master of magic dragon's gift natural mage natural witch
obsidian son raised in fire rogues of magic shadow keeper shadow kissed space knight 4 twisted fate unchained undercover
magic dragon's gift war god's mantle wheel of time wild hunger Fans of the following authors are known to enjoy this futuristic
paranormal romance & fantasy series: ac cobble angela j ford anne marsh bella forrest brett battles charlaine harris christie golden
christine Feehan Elizabeth hunter eve langlais hazel hunter heather graham i t lucas ilona andrews isa hunt j b turner j s scott j s
striker jessica drake jessica shattuck jeannine frost kate quinn kf breene kristin harmel kristina weaver lana hartley lara adrian
linsey hall lisa daniels lj shen louisa morgan mandy m. roth meg ripley michelle m. pillow mina carter milly taiden nalini singh nina
levine nora roberts patricia briggs robert jordan shannon mayer shayne silvers suzanne wright terry bolryder terry goodkind t.s.
joyce victoria danann Yasmine Galenorn Keywords related to this epic urban fantasy series: Futuristic, Science Fiction, Science
fiction romance, Fantasy Books, Epic Sagas, Epic Urban Fantasy series, Werewolves and Shifters, Animals & Nature, Popular
Series, Paranormal Fantasy Books, Top Rated Books, Tricks, Fantasy Omnibus, Epic of Gilgamesh, Spells & Charms, Romance
Books, Wizards, Fantasy Romance Books, Essential Reads, Epic Fantasy, Omnibus Bundle, Paranormal Romance Series,
Adventure Books, Mythology and Folklore, Top Rated Fantasy Collection With Shapeshifters, Fantasy Bundle, Heroine,
Supernatural and Occult, Sword And Sorcery, Shifter Romance, Fantasy Stories, Shifter Series, Fantasy, Shifter Omnibus, Best
Rated Omnibus, Omnibus Collection, Paranormal Romance Books, Magical Adventures.
After a string of failed relationships, thirty-five-year-old Madeline Majors worries her life will never be complete. Her obsession with
having a child and her inability to conceive—even though a multitude of doctors have said there is nothing medically wrong with
her—drives her to Madame Evangeline as her last resort. Garth Summers is a shape shifter with a problem. As Alpha of his pack,
he must have an heir by the time he is fifty years of age or a new alpha is chosen from the eligible males in the pack. But as a wolf
shifter, he can only conceive with his mate who he has yet to find. With only six weeks remaining, he turns to Madame Eve for
help. Can a one-night stand bring two people the one thing they most desperately want, or will the reality of what they are send
them both running?
“I want to know what it’s like to be your mate.” From her lips, like an arrow to his chest. Michelle, the wolf clans’ newest
discovered latent, is the mate Tanner can’t claim, but would give his life to protect. A lone wolf for far too many years, he’s simply
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too hardened, too old for her. Too bad she’s even more stubborn than he is. The woman’s got a mile-wide protective streak for
the cubs being attacked by the Hunters, meaning he can’t let her out of his sight. Not with the war between shifters and Hunters at
its deadliest. With each passing day, Esme, the wolves’ most powerful witch, is dying before their eyes. And the search for
answers leads to one vital secret the Hunters have known all along. If Esme dies, the wolf packs will die with her. Shifters or
Hunters—in this final book of the Hunted Mates series, only one side will survive… The HUNTED MATES Series Mated by Fate
(Two fated couples…) Masked by Danger (One lost mate…) Marked by Magic (Zero room for failure…)
Best friends share everything. Even a true mate? Gwen Burnett is being hunted. Winner takes all. And the enthralling shifter who
catches her and the charismatic male who rescues her want to claim their prize—her—for eternity. Vlad, a Royal shifter from the
Winchester pack, should’ve claimed his true mate the day he met her. But persuading his best friend and the innocent human
they’ve pursued for months to share everything will make his victory so much sweeter. Powerful. Demanding. Enticing. As leader
of the Winchester pack, Xander gets what he wants. No matter what he has to do to claim his prize. Or who he has to share Gwen
with. And nobody will take his possessions away. Not his pack mates questioning his nontraditional relationship. Not the enemy
looking to steal Gwen back. Not even the witches and shamans hunting them all. A wolf will fight until his dying breath to protect
his pack… and his true mates. ————————— This book is the closed-door version of LAST CHANCE by Nancy Corrigan, the
Mainstream fiction pen name of Dana Archer. ————————— Dana's Note: Welcome to the Shifter World® where primal heroes take
on the world to claim their true mates! Escape reality with the Royal Alexander pride and their friends and immerse yourself in a
bewitching saga where you'll find: - NO CLIFFHANGERS! - NO CHEATING! - Guaranteed happily ever after - The bedroom door
is always CLOSED - Loving, loyal, and confident men - Strong, dedicated, and smart women - Unbreakable family ties between
brothers, sisters, pride, clan and pack mates - Danger, action, adventure, and spine-tingling suspense - Page-turning thrilling story
that will leave you reading late into the night - Fairy tale, kisses only romance to swoon over - Otherworld creatures from Norse
and Gaelic Mythology - Chronicles of everlasting love to get lost in - Paranormal romance series to put on your one-click wish list -
Mystery and supernatural thriller storyline - No harsh language Download today and read an official Shifter World® original novel.
Are you looking for more Shifter World novels? Royals and Alphas titles: Rafe - An immortal Royal shifter must convince a
protective human mother with secrets to trust him in order to stop a killer. Devin - Crazed shifters aren't worthy of love. Everyone
knows that. Except Devin. He'll fight for his true mate, her sisters, and their pride. Josh - As a human living among shifters, Josh
isn't considered worthy of the shifter female every male wants. But Mira is his true mate. He'll prove it or die. Sean - Maturing is a
dangerous time for shifters and Sean wants nothing to do with his primal side or settling down with a mate. Until a one-night stand
changes his mind. Nic - Disagreeing with the wolf you've been born with is not a fate any man wants. Neither is losing the woman
you love because of your wolf. Nic is in for the fight of his life. He won't lose the woman he loves or betray his primal side. Ethan -
Choosing between his true mate and the mate of his heart isn't an option. Ethan will claim them both. If he can keep them alive
until he's leader of his pack. Xander - being a BBW woman in a man's world is hard. Being the human true mate to two primal
shifters is harder. But Gwen knows a secret - Women are powerful. Anton - Nyx had one goal - Destroy the most feared member
of the Shifter Council. She was not supposed to fall in love with him. But a smart woman knows when to change her game plan.
Agents of Shifter Affairs titles: Rick - A man with nothing to live for is dangerous. But a shifter fighting for his true mate's future is
unstoppable. Nothing will stop Rick from being the mate Mya should've ended up with. Ilan - Assassins don't nurture life. They take
it. But an unexpected baby changes things. So does a true mate. And when death comes knocking, there's no one better prepared
to beat it. Uri - Guilt is dangerous. So is ignoring the pull of your true mate. And when passion takes over, nobody is safe from a
predator's instincts, especially the enemy trying to take Uri's true mate from him. Kade - Distance doesn't make the heart grow
fonder. It triggers a shifter's instinct to possess. And when Kade's beloved human returns, he'll risk everything-including his pride-
to ensure he never loses Zoe again. Visit Dana's website for more information: DanaArcher.com
Being half dragon is the least of Nell Brandhart’s secrets. When Hugo Dante, the world’s most ruthless shifter bounty hunter sets
his sights on her, he bites off far more than he can chew. Fur flies when opposites attract and Nell unleashes her true nature. Nell
They told me I was born charmed Both tiger and wolf with the blood of a dragon There is no one on earth like me I know better I
am cursed. A beacon for destruction for anyone close to me So I keep running Only evil still comes for me. It always will. But this
time... He’s caught me. Held me captive. He’ll sell me to the highest bidder. My body calls out for his even though I know what he
is. So I’ll use it. Tempt him. Destroy him. Only I may lose myself in him first. Except it feels too good for me to stop… Hugo She’s
my prisoner An exotic prize Once I deliver her to the pack who means to claim her, Her bounty will set me up for life. But one taste
of her, and I know her pulse thrums for me. She’s playing me. Tempting me. I know her game but I’m not sure I care. I know it’s
my mark she craves. Though I’m honor bound to deliver to her another. Unless I give into fate and claim her for myself. Book
Themes: Book Themes: dragon shifter romance, shapeshifters, wolf shifter romance, werewolves, magic, magical characters,
strong female heroine, possessive alpha male hero, fated mates, immortals, forbidden love, shifter romance books, paranormal
romance, wolf shifter, werewolf romance, werewolves, action and adventure dystopian futuristic, kidnapping, enemies to lovers,
kidnapped, bounty hunter
These Bear Shifter country music stars are about to meet the women they never knew they needed! Contains the following novels:
Matthew: Melinda Darling has always dreamed of being at the center of the Nashville country music scene. She thought getting
her Master's Degree in Music Business would be her ticket to the top, but it turns out managers are a dime a dozen in Music City.
With no other prospects and student loan repayments on the horizon, she takes an internship position under the devious Kitty
Konstantine. The job was simple: find talent, introduce talent to Konstantine Talent Agency, and keep it all professional. When she
finds The 4 Saints, she can see the men ooze with talent, their stage presence commanding rapt attention. When she lays eyes on
Matt Saint, she knows she has no hope of keeping it professional... Matthew Saint has a lot on his shoulders, and he's got the
scars to prove it. As guitarist for The 4 Saints, he and his brothers have to live in two worlds. On the one hand, they're up and
coming country music stars just trying to make it in Nashville. On the other hand, they're a clan of Bear Shifters that have to be
careful who they let get close. Trouble is never far off, and since meeting Mel Darlin', he thinks maybe he's due for a little more
trouble in his life. Mark: Adelaide- Spencer has always had a natural talent for songwriting. She find herself humming a tune, then
running around the house like a chicken with it's head cut off looking for a pen and scrap of paper. Receipts, index cards and
magazines: nothing was safe from her scribbles. But these were songs she wrote for herself, not for anyone else. So when her
Grandma sent her song to the Konstantine Talent Agency without her knowledge, Addison flipped her lid. Would these strangers
even accept her, given her family secret? Mark Saint knows talent when he sees it. His Grandfather used to say "There ain't no
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fakin' talent,". On stage he plays the same bass fiddle his grandfather did and is always looking for the best songs for he and his
brothers to record. So he drove across the state to the dilapidated house in the middle of nowhere to meet the woman who wrote
this special song. When he first laid eyes on her, he knew she'd be his mate. Luke: Candace Chance was having the worst night of
her life. Of course, with a name like that, did she ever have a shot? Yet another thing she could thank her mother for, but at this
point she had other things on her mind. Like the freezing cold rain, the soggy cardboard that separated her from the alley asphalt.
Oh, and the gangsters who are out hunting her, because she's someone else's property. Thanks again, Mom. Luke Saint knows
how to move among people. As drummer in The Four Saints, he isn't quite in the spotlight that his brother Matthew is. Sometimes
that can be annoying, but sometimes being unseen has it's advantages. Coming up on these thugs beating this poor helpless
woman was one of those times. He tasted sour copper in his mouth and let out a roar as he charged the men. Then their world got
turned upside down. John:Meg Baker wanted for nothing growing up. The best schools: she attended them. The best instructors:
she learned from them. The best talents as a violinist: she was born with them. A pampered life of chauffeurs and private jets. So
why was she now on the run, trying to hide herself in the one place she knew her father would never look for her? John might have
the last name of Saint, but his family swears he made a deal with the Devil. Not one person from Ozarks to the Appalachias could
strum a mandolin like him. And while he loved the harmonies he helped his family achieve on stage, he always felt something was
missing inside. Until that night she came into The Fiddler's Cave, and for the first time in his life he thought there might be
someone who felt like he did. Bartholomew:Kitty Konstantine is used to being called names. Cut throat. Demon. Bitch. But the title
that always trips her up is "daughter." No matter what she achieved, her father was always ready to cut her down. Even now that
she's signed The Four Saints, it's still not good enough. Now, if she can't get them signed under a tighter contract, she'll lose
everything. Bart Saint was pure swagger. He had that level of arrogance that couldn't be earned, so only the very few could pull it
off. Tall? Sure. Handsome? Oh yeah. But it was something else that made heads turn when he walked into a room. He knew
exactly who he was, and that made him invincible. He was manager to his nephews, and he'd be damned if he let Kitty
Konstantine put the squeeze to them. Let the battle of wills begin. May the most stubborn negotiator win. USA Today Bestselling
Author Becca Fanning brings you a Shifter Romance novella box set packed full of action, intrigue and steam! Fated Mates have
never been so right and wrong for each other!
Avery I fell into the clutches of those hunting me. Now, I'm enslaved in chains and at their mercy. But I'm not the woman I used to
be. My weaknesses have been stripped away, unveiling a strength and defiance I never knew myself capable of. And I'll be
damned if I'm going down without a fight. Because my mate is coming for me. With him by my side, we will be unstoppable, and I
am a storm cloud of rage ready to be unleashed. Wyatt I can't think. Can't breathe. Can't exist...without her. I failed to protect
Avery, and now she's imprisoned by them. Still, I won't give up. I will bite and claw my way to her, and when I do I will unleash my
wolf on any who dared harm her. Because failure isn't an option. Not when a realm is at stake and my mate's life is on the line. I
can only hope that I'm not too late. ****************************************************************** Kissed by Shadowlight is the final
book in a rejected mates paranormal wolf shifter romance series filled with fur, fangs, and magic! Book one - Fated by Starlight
Book two - Born by Moonlight Book three - Hunted by Firelight Book four - Kissed by Shadowlight This book is intended for
readers aged 18+, and is perfect for fans of K.F. Breene, Jeaniene Frost, Bella Klaus, Jaymin Eve, Sherrilyn Kenyon, and Patricia
Briggs. ****************************************************************** ? BUY NOW! ?
******************************************************************
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